Clouston Street community engagement
Dunard Primary School, Maryhill
6 October 2010
Present: group of 5 children + Nick Wright (NW)
Dunard Primary is the catchment primary for the site. The headteacher had arranged a group of 5 older
primary schoolchildren (4 boys, 1 girl) to have a 45 minute session with me about the site. The children all
lived within 1-2 streets of the site and knew it well. The headteacher had briefed them about the plan to build
houses/flats and create public open space on the site.
The children began by describing how the site is at the moment:
•

people grow things there

•

bonfires

•

dog poo (and dog walkers)

•

disused brick building

•

used to be pitches

They then thought of ideas for developing the site, and ranked those ideas:
1: bike course (bmx) – 5 votes
electric fencing/swipe cards/fingerprint recognition – 5
fruit shop (to sell fruit/veg grown on site) – 5
grass pitch for 5-a-side etc – 5
paintball – 5
2: gym / sports hall – 4
laser quest – 4
more fruit and veg growing – 4
running course – 4
3: animal shop – 3
CCTV cameras – 3
cut some (not all) trees down – 3
no dogs – 3
zipwire – 3
4: bike practice course (to learn to ride safely) – 1
houses – 1
They raised some interesting points in discussion:
•

security is really important, to stop vandalism –
access should be restricted to local people (within 1-2 streets) and local groups/clubs (like guides,
cubs etc)

•

although access should be controlled, it should be free

•

how about temporary uses before the houses/flats are built, like paintball

•

if no dogs are allowed, where do local dog-owners take their dogs for a walk?

•

ideas for quadbiking and motorbikes were deleted from the list because of the noise they would
create for local residents

•

safety is important – e.g. a zipwire must be safe

They then thought about how their ideas could fit onto the site. They did this by drawing a couple of plans of
the site. These plans were not accurate, but they helped to show how difficult it would be fit to everything on
– and to think about how different uses fitted together.

Clouston Street community engagement
Clarendon House Nursery, Hotspur Street
13 October 2010
Present: group of 8 children + 3 teachers + Nick Wright (NW)
The Nursery teachers had already taken the children out to the site and had a look around. After that, the
children had drawn up their impressions of the site (see photo below).
The session with NW covered:
1.

2.

3.

The children explained what they saw on the site at
the moment:
•

wildlife – mushrooms, slug, plants

•

dog poo

•

raised beds – with flowers and fruit/veg for
food

•

grass and open space

•

fences around the edge

We then had a discussion about what the site could
be like:
•

get rid of dog poo – keep dogs out with fences and signs

•

keep vandals out – fences for security

•

swing park – like the Happy Park but better maintained, with a tyre swing

•

a shelter for when it’s raining – just something simple

•

rockery or fairy dell, something to “go in”

•

theatre/stage for watching/performing

•

farm idea was discounted as too noisy for residents

•

bike track (BMX)

•

like the Children’s Garden in the Botanics – nice mix of things

•

like the sandpit with plant maze at Balmaha

•

sensory/seasonal garden with sounds (e.g. wind chimes) and smell as well as visual

The adult teachers also said:
•

The nursery would like to visit the site but doesn’t – although it’s very close, the dog poo and
dogs off leads prevent them from going there. They would have concerns about growing food etc
if it’s open to the public as at the moment. They don’t mind housing, and would like to see the
open space developed in some way that they could use.

•

Who would maintain it and keep it clean?

Clouston Street community engagement
Belhaven Nursery, Queen Margaret Drive
20 and 29 September 2010
20 September
Present: group of 6 children + teachers + Nick Wright (NW)
Key points:
1.

Belhaven Nursery (Council run) has a number of children from the Clouston Street area, and most of
the children in the group knew the site.

2.

NW explained the project and that we would like to get pupils’ ideas about what the open space
elements of the proposal, in particular, could be used for – to inform what we would do with the site,
along with ideas from other schools and from adults.

3.

Lots of ideas came up in discussion (see mindmap below and photos overleaf).

4.

NW agreed with to return to the Nursery on 29 September for a 1 hour session, where we would
visit the site and then produce some drawings/maps of how the mindmap ideas could be developed
on the site.

th

29 September 2010
Present: group of 6 children + teachers + Nick Wright (NW)
This was the second visit to the Nursery. At the first visit on 20 September, the children produced a mindmap
with ideas for the site (see previous page). The purpose of this second visit was to go and look at the site, see
how the site is used and what it looks like, and then think again about ideas for the site.
Key points:
1.

The children saw first-hand the raised beds, wildlife, dog walking and BMX jump. They also saw some
litter. See selection of photos on these 2 pages.

2.

A number of extra ideas came up having visited the site:
•

security – wall or fence to protect raised beds

•

big clock – could be on top of the wall

•

climbing frame and a castle (with a queen with a crown!)

•

an orchard of fruit trees

•

no dogs

•

some houses

Appendix 4

Publicity for ideas workshop and
exhibition

This appendix contains the following information:
•

advert printed in Evening Times, Wednesday 5 January 2011, page 3

•

press releases issued in January and February 2011

•

poster distributed in early January 2011 to Hillhead Library and
shops/cafes on Queen Margaret Drive, Garrioch Road and Maryhill
Road

•

leaflet distributed to 1,000 local properties in early February (area of
distribution took in all or part of Avenuepark Street, Botanic
Crescent, Clouston Street, Garrioch Drive, Garrioch Road, Hotspur
Street, Kelbourne Street, Kelvin Drive, Mingarry Street, Oran Street,
Queen Margaret Drive, Sanda Street, Shakespeare Street)
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enlarged version of press advert

copy of whole page

actual size 12cm high x 7.5cm wide

advert at bottom right

PRESS RELEASE:
PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL + OPEN SPACE DEVELOPMENT
AT CLOUSTON STREET, GLASGOW
4 January 2011
sent by email (with copy of poster distributed to local shops/library) to:
The Herald, STV, BBC, Real Radio, The Scotsman, Evening Times, Radio Clyde, Caledonian Mercury, The
Glasgwegian, Burgh Angel, Glasgow Extra, Local News Glasgow
_________________________________________________________________________________
In 2008, local developer New City Vision won a Glasgow City Council competition to develop the old pitches at
Clouston Street for houses, flats and open space.
New City Vision intend to submit their planning application in March 2011, and are organising two public
events in the build-up to that – part of the formal Pre-Application Consultation that is now required for this
kind of development by planning legislation.
IDEAS WORKSHOP
Saturday 15th January 2011, 2:15pm to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, Glasgow, G20 8PT
This is a creative opportunity for local residents to share their ideas and help evolve the competition-winning
design, especially the proposed open space.
New City Vision have been working with local schools and youth groups over the last few months, and will
have lots of their ideas on show to get people’s creative juices flowing.
The kind of things New City Vision want to explore are:
• Who should the open space be for?
• What should it look like?
• Who could own and manage it?
• How else should the proposals be refined?
After the workshop, New City Vision will work up their draft planning application based on suggestions from
the workshop.
EXHIBITION
Saturday 12th February 2011, 10am to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, Glasgow, G20 8PT
This is a chance for people to see and comment on the draft proposals before the planning application is
submitted.
New City Vision will be on hand to answer questions and take comments. All comments will be taken into
account before the drawings are finalised and the planning application is submitted the following month.

New City Vision’s Design and Development Manager, Steven Black, commented:
“We are delighted to be progressing our award-winning design. While we need to keep to the spirit
of that design, this is a great opportunity for local people to help shape the final form of that design –
particularly how the open space will look and function. We’ve got some exciting ideas from local
children, and are keen to share those at the creative design session on 15 January with other local
residents. Everybody is invited. Please come along!”
(Anybody wishing to comment on the proposals may do so at the exhibition on 12th February 2011, or in
writing by 19th February 2011 to New City Vision, 13 Newton Place, Glasgow, G3 7PR. Please note that any
comments made to New City Vision are not representations to the planning authority, Glasgow City Council.
There will be an opportunity to make representations direct to the Council when the planning application is
submitted.)
For further information, please contact:
Steven Black
New City Vision
13 Newton Place
Glasgow G3 7PR
t 0141 353 2010
f 0141 353 2442
e sblack@newcityvision.co.uk

PRESS RELEASE:
PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL + OPEN SPACE DEVELOPMENT
AT CLOUSTON STREET, GLASGOW
7 February 2011
sent by email to:
The Herald, STV, BBC, Real Radio, The Scotsman, Evening Times, Radio Clyde, Caledonian Mercury, The
Glasgwegian, Burgh Angel, Glasgow Extra, Local News Glasgow
_________________________________________________________________________________
Following our ideas day on Saturday 15 January (see previous press release, further down this email), New City
Vision are holding the next phase of their Pre-Application Consultation about residential and open space
development proposals for the former pitches at Clouston Street, Glasgow.
A public exhibition of the draft proposals will be held this Saturday 12 February between 10am and 4pm. It
will be a drop-in event, with the opportunity to view the proposals - which have been revised in the light of
people's ideas from Saturday 15 January and earlier sessions with schools and community groups. The
developer will be there to explain the proposals, listen to comments, answer questions, and take written
comments on questionnaires. All comments will be taken into account before the drawings are finalised for
the planning application, which New City Vision intends to submit in late March.
(Anybody wishing to comment on the proposals may also do so in writing by 26th February 2011 to New City
Vision, 13 Newton Place, Glasgow, G3 7PR. Comments made to New City Vision are not representations to the
planning authority. Anybody will also be able to write directly to the Council with their views once the
planning application has been submitted.)
-[previous press release, 4 January 2011]
In 2008, local developer New City Vision won a Glasgow City Council competition to develop the old pitches at
Clouston Street for houses, flats and open space.
New City Vision intend to submit their planning application in March 2011, and are organising two public
events in the build-up to that – part of the formal Pre-Application Consultation that is now required for this
kind of development by planning legislation.
IDEAS WORKSHOP
Saturday 15th January 2011, 2:15pm to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, Glasgow, G20 8PT
This is a creative opportunity for local residents to share their ideas and help evolve the competition-winning
design, especially the proposed open space.

New City Vision have been working with local schools and youth groups over the last few months, and will
have lots of their ideas on show to get people’s creative juices flowing.
The kind of things New City Vision want to explore are:
• Who should the open space be for?
• What should it look like?
• Who could own and manage it?
• How else should the proposals be refined?
After the workshop, New City Vision will work up their draft planning application based on suggestions from
the workshop.
EXHIBITION
Saturday 12th February 2011, 10am to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, Glasgow, G20 8PT
This is a chance for people to see and comment on the draft proposals before the planning application is
submitted.
New City Vision will be on hand to answer questions and take comments. All comments will be taken into
account before the drawings are finalised and the planning application is submitted the following month.
New City Vision’s Design and Development Manager, Steven Black, commented:
“We are delighted to be progressing our award-winning design. While we need to keep to the spirit
of that design, this is a great opportunity for local people to help shape the final form of that design –
particularly how the open space will look and function. We’ve got some exciting ideas from local
children, and are keen to share those at the creative design session on 15 January with other local
residents. Everybody is invited. Please come along!”
(Anybody wishing to comment on the proposals may do so at the exhibition on 12th February 2011, or in
writing by 19th February 2011 to New City Vision, 13 Newton Place, Glasgow, G3 7PR. Please note that any
comments made to New City Vision are not representations to the planning authority, Glasgow City Council.
There will be an opportunity to make representations direct to the Council when the planning application is
submitted.)
For further information, please contact:
Steven Black
New City Vision
13 Newton Place
Glasgow G3 7PR
t 0141 353 2010
f 0141 353 2442
e sblack@newcityvision.co.uk

In 2008, developer New City Vision won a City
Council competition to develop the old pitches at
Clouston Street for houses, flats and open space.
Before we submit a planning application in March
2011, we would like to invite you to two public
events.

Ideas workshop
Saturday 15th January 2011, 2.15pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, G20 8PT
An opportunity to share your ideas and help evolve the
competition-winning design, especially the open
space:
• See exciting ideas from schools & youth groups
• Who should the open space be for?
• What should it look like?
• Who could own and manage it?
• How else should the proposals be refined?
After the workshop, we will work up our draft planning
application based on suggestions from the workshop.

Exhibition
Saturday 12th February 2011, 10am to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, G20 8PT
See the draft proposals before the planning application is submitted. The developer will be on hand to answer questions and listen to comments. Questionnaires
will be available. Comments will be taken into account before the drawings are
finalised and the planning application is submitted.

Further information and updates at www.cloustonstreet.co.uk
There will be an opportunity to write to the Council
with your views on the planning application once it has been submitted

In 2008, developer New City Vision won a City
Council competition to develop the old pitches at
Clouston Street for houses, flats and open space.
We are now nearly ready to submit our planning
application, and would like to invite you to an
exhibition to give your views on our draft proposals.

Exhibition
Saturday 12th February 2011, 10am to 4pm
Scout Hall, Kelbourne Street, G20 8PT
See and comment on the proposals. The developer
will listen to comments, answer questions, explain
the proposals, and take written comments.
All comments will be taken into account before the
drawings are finalised for the planning application.
Anybody wishing to comment on the proposals may
also do so in writing by 26th February 2011 to New
City Vision, 13 Newton Place, Glasgow, G3 7PR.
Comments made to New City Vision are not representations to the planning authority. You will be
able to write directly to the Council with your views
once the planning application has been submitted.

Further information and updates at
www.cloustonstreet.co.uk
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Presentation and handouts from ideas
workshop
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Ideas workshop - presentation

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

facilitators
Nick Wright
Viv Collie
New City Vision
Steven Black
Harry O’Donnell

please...
Respect other people’s views
Don’t dominate the conversation
Feel free to explore ideas

1

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

your ideas
What would the open space be used for?
Who by?
Who would manage it?
How would it look?
What changes would you make to the
buildings?

parameters

90 – 115
houses
and flats

at least
20%
open
space

high
quality
design

2

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

who we’ve met
Belhaven Nursery
Clarendon House Nursery
Dunard Primary
Kelvindale Primary
Cleveden Secondary
Beavers Cubs
Brownies Guides

what did they tell us?

3

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

how they see it now
raised beds
wild plants, insects, grass
paths
bike jump

how they see it now
drinking, noise, vandalism
derelict building
messy, dog dirt, glass
dogs
unwelcoming, unsafe
would like to use it more

4

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

what were their ideas?

5

ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

flowers
birds
pond
wetland
bird hide
sensory garden
fewer trees

yoga
benches to sit on
open space
simple rain shelter
think house
rockery, fairy dell
big clock
no dogs

food: allotments, greenh’ses
orchard
beehives
cafe, shop, recycling market
family picnics
huts for clubs
fence + security
farm?

grass pitch, running track
bmx, bike practice
quadbikes, motorbikes?
swing park, climbing frame
sandpit
adventure play, tree house
paintball
performance stage
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ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

things to think about
how public? how communal?
access + security
impact on residents
people’s safety
network of green spaces
mix of things
use across the seasons
maintenance + management

What would the open space be used for?
Who by?
Who would manage it?
How would it look?
What changes would you make to the buildings?

90 – 115
houses
and flats

at least
20% open
space

high
quality
design
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ideas workshop, 15 January 2011

model
image
words
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Ideas workshop - handout

Your ideas
• What would the open space be used for?
• Who by?
• Who would manage it?
• How would it look?
• What changes would you make to the buildings?

Parameters
• 90-115 houses and flats
• At least 20% open space
• High quality design

Things to think about
• How public? How communal?
• Access + security
• Impact on residents
• People’s safety
• Network of green spaces
• Mix of things
• Use across the seasons
• Maintenance + management

flowers
birds
pond
wetland
bird hide
sensory garden
fewer trees

yoga
benches to sit on
open space
simple rain shelter
think house
rockery, fairy dell
big clock
no dogs

food: allotments, greenhouses
orchard
beehives
cafe, shop, recycling market
family picnics
huts for clubs
fence + security
farm?

grass pitch, running track
bmx, bike practice
quadbikes, motorbikes?
swing park, climbing frame
sandpit
adventure play, tree house
paintball
performance stage

Appendix 6

Report of ideas workshop
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Clouston Street community engagement
Ideas Workshop Summary Notes

1

Introduction

The Ideas Workshop was held between on the afternoon of Saturday 15 January
2011 in the Kelbourne Street Scout Hall. It attracted between 50-60 people. Nick
Wright (Nick Wright Planning) acted as facilitator, assisted by his associate Viv Collie.
Steven Black (New City Vision) was in attendance. Harry O’Donnell (New City Vision)
also attended and observed part of the event.
The workshop took the form of:
•

Introduction – background to the project and purpose of the workshop

•

Open floor session – for comments

•

Feedback from young people’s ideas – with reference to materials on display

•

Creative groupwork, divided into 6 groups – providing an opportunity to
discuss:
- What would the open space be used for?
- Who by?
- Who would manage it?
- How would it look?
- What changes would you make to the proposed buildings?

•

Feedback from the groupwork, in a plenary session

A number of questions and issues were raised at the event, and some ideas and key
points were also put forward.
This report summarises the questions, issues and comments put forward at the
event. The remainder of the report summarises the comments and is divided into
three sections:
•

Section 2: The open floor session

•

Section 3: Feedback from the groupwork sessions

1

2

Open floor session

[Participants raised both comments and questions. Responses were provided were
appropriate: so, although every question received a response, some comments did
not require a response. All comments, questions and responses are summarised
below.]
(1) Participant Comment: It is likely that everyone in the room was against the
development.
(2) Participant Comment: Request for it to be noted that she hadn’t received a
leaflet about the event, and she had only seen a poster about it the previous
evening. She thought that the publicity for the event had been inadequate
and the meeting was, therefore, not legitimate and did not meet legal
requirements. Noted
Response (Nick Wright, NW): Acknowledged that perhaps more could have been
done to promote the event. The development team had been asked by the
Community Council to deliver leaflets as part of the overall publicity activities.
Post Meeting Comment: "The relevant planning legislation, The Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure)(Scotland) Regulations 2008, state
that the minimum consultation requirement is to send the Pre-Application Notice
to the local community council and to hold at least one public event which is
advertised in the local press at least 7 days before the event takes place."
We distributed copies of the poster to shops on Queen Margaret Drive, Maryhill
Road, Garrioch Road and Kirklee Road as well as Hillhead Library, plus our other
contacts such as schools and community groups more than 10 days in advance.
An advert was in the Evening Times 10 days in advance.
The event was also advertised on the website www.cloustonstreet.co.uk in
November 2010.
The event was notified on the website www.northkelvinmeadow.com in November
2010.
A press release, locally and nationally, was issued on 4th January 2011.
(3) Participant Comment: No one wants the development. He requested a
show of hands from people for and against the proposals. Three people in
the room showed their support for the development.
Response (NW): There were a lot of different views on the proposal – and NW
emphasised that the purpose of the workshop was to bring forward some creative
ideas from the local community. He mentioned some of the work already produced
by young people in the area, which is on display at the back of the room and which he
would summarise later in the afternoon.

2

(4) Participant Question: What parameters, or brief, was given to the children
when they produced their ideas for the site?
Response (NW): They were given the same parameters which would be used for the
creative groupwork at this Ideas Workshop – a preview of the powerpoint slide
showing those parameters was shown:
90-115
(5) Participant Question: Were the children told there was a campaign to save
the meadow?
Response (NW): Yes
(6) Participant Comment: He complimented the style of the workshop but was
aware that ‘soft sell’ PR skills can give an illusion of inclusion – and this could
just be part of a PR ‘tick box’ exercise. He wasn’t aware of the point raised
earlier about the legal requirements for community engagement, and would
be concerned if this event did not meet them. He thought that the land
deserves better.
Response (NW): Expressed confidence that the development team were “ticking the
legal boxes”, but it was up to the Council to decide this. Nobody will know if the
workshop exercise is genuine until the proposals are seen at the public exhibition in
four weeks time: the public can then make their own minds up.
Post Meeting Comment: "The relevant planning legislation, The Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure)(Scotland) Regulations 2008, state
that the minimum consultation requirement is to send the Pre-Application Notice
to the local community council and to hold at least one public event which is
advertised in the local press at least 7 days before the event takes place."
We distributed copies of the poster to shops on Queen Margaret Drive, Maryhill
Road, Garrioch Road and Kirklee Road as well as Hillhead Library, plus our other
contacts such as schools and community groups more than 10 days in advance.
An advert was in the Evening Times 10 days in advance.
The event was also advertised on the website www.cloustonstreet.co.uk in
November 2010.
The event was notified on the website www.northkelvinmeadow.com in November
2010.
A press release, locally and nationally, was issued on 4th January 2011.
(7) Participant Question: She could not understand how the proposed 20%
open space (shown on the 2008 plan) can give the community anything like
their current quality and quantity of use of the site. Will this 20% be public
open space? Is the open space just for residents in the new development –
or for the wider community? Does this include the roads? What constitutes
open, public, space? Is it going to be usable open space?
3

Response (NW): The 20% allocation was based on the plan from the Council’s 2008
design competition. The workshop offers an opportunity to look at this plan and
discuss how the open space should be used and, if desired, whether the allocation
should be increased.
(8) Participant Question: What is the definition of ‘public open space’?
Response (NW): It is the Council planners who decide.
Post Meeting Comment: Planning Advice Note 65 (2008) item 10 defines open space
as “The term ‘open space’ covers greenspace consisting of any vegetated land or
structure, water, path or geological feature within and on the edges of
settlements..”.
(9) Participant Question: What are the development limits of the site?
Response (NW): The three parameters are: 90-115 houses and flats, at least 20%
open space, and high quality design. These are derived from the Council’s
requirements for the site in the legal missive and the development brief.
(10)
Participant Question: Based on the 2008 proposal – who would own
the open space?
Response (NW): Not certain. It could be the council, but it could be that there are
other alternatives. Hopefully the workshop will help look at ideas for the open space.
Post Meeting Comment: Glasgow City Councils ‘Clouston Street Development Brief
Stage 2’ guide states that “Developers are reminded of the importance of creating
and managing public space within the site. As the City Council does not intend to
adopt such space it is essential that submissions provide full details of the intended
use, management and maintenance of all public space”.
(11)
Participant Comment: Often better projects come from local
communities rather than developers.
(12)
Participant Question: Will the report of the meeting reflect the
widespread view expressed here that publicity information for the event was
insufficient, and not enough was done? Noted
Response (NW): The report will note the participant’s question.
Post Meeting Comment: "The relevant planning legislation, The Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure)(Scotland) Regulations 2008, state
that the minimum consultation requirement is to send the Pre-Application Notice
to the local community council and to hold at least one public event which is
advertised in the local press at least 7 days before the event takes place."
4

We distributed copies of the poster to shops on Queen Margaret Drive, Maryhill
Road, Garrioch Road and Kirklee Road as well as Hillhead Library, plus our other
contacts such as schools and community groups more than 10 days in advance.
An advert was in the Evening Times 10 days in advance.
The event was also advertised on the website www.cloustonstreet.co.uk in
November 2010.
The event was notified on the website www.northkelvinmeadow.com in November
2010.
A press release, locally and nationally, was issued on 4th January 2011.
(13)
Participant Question: What is the financial offer for the site? People
have a right to know how much has been offered – and how the money will
be spent.
Response (Steven Black, SB): The financial offer is contained in the confidential legal
missives between New City Vision and the Council. SB said that he is not at liberty to
release that information, but he will ask whether the information can be released.
NCV will report back on the situation at the next event in four weeks time.
Post Meeting Comment: The financial offer is a private and confidential agreement
between Glasgow City Council and New City Vision.
(14)
Participant Comment: This consultation is too narrow. By only
discussing the future of the open space, the requirement to discuss the whole
development and future land use is not being met. It is wrong to ask people
just to take part in tweaking the shape of the open space. It is against
planning law.
Response (NW): This is a genuine effort to listen to the local community. The
development team is confident this will more than fulfil their legal requirements. We
think this is the right method and are certain that not only does it comply with legal
requirements, but goes beyond them. It is up to the council to decide if it has not met
with legal requirements.
Post meeting Comment: Our Proposal of Application Notice (PAN) stating our
consultation programme was accepted by Glasgow City Council on 22nd December
2010. A copy can be viewed at www.cloustonstreet.co.uk.
(15)

Participant Question: Do the existing plans show 115 houses?

Response (NW): Yes – the 2008 plans show 115 houses but if, for example, there was
to be a reduction of 25 houses (to the 90 house limit) – there could be options for
freeing up more open space. But any changes to the plans will be in response to what
you tell us this afternoon. We have deliberately chosen not to change the plans until
we have heard your suggestions through this event.
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(16)
Participant Question: If there were fewer housing units – would
there be less space required for parking?
Response (NW): Yes – it should create more space
(17)
Participant Comment: The open space shown on the plan looks like
private garden space – it doesn’t look accessible to the public. It isn’t good
for the environment. There is a chance to do something for the community
here. Many brown and green areas in Glasgow have already been built on
over the years. Experience has shown that people can keep campaigning –
but the development will go ahead.
(18)
Participant Comment: This space is important to the local
community. It is part of what makes it good, and makes it thrive. It is a great
shame that there are plans to get rid of it. Something more innovative could
have been done. There should be someone from the Council at this
workshop.
(19)
Participant Comment: The participant accepted that most of the
people who have attended the workshop are against the development – and
the publicity has been poor – but this meeting represents only a tiny number
of the local residents. He had lived in the area for many years. He had seen a
huge financial pressure put on the council, so the income to the Council from
sale of this site is important. He would like to see that income invested in
better sporting facilities further up Queen Margaret Drive. The area is not
short of open space – it has parks, pitches, greenspaces. He expressed the
view that many people support the development. It is recognised that the
council needs the money, and the area needs jobs and new facilities.
Response (NW): Not everyone is against the development. The workshop has
attracted a lot of people, and in my experience the turnout has been good.
(20)
Participant Question: This is not a representation of the local
community. Will it improve at the next event?
Response (NW): We will look at this. People have the chance to comment on
proposals at the next event in four weeks time – and everyone still has a right to
object when the planning application is lodged.
Post Meeting Comment: New City Vision is arranging delivery of leaflets to premises
in the surrounding streets to inform residents of the next event on 12 February.
[Meeting note: By this point, NW had already invited a final three points and
explained that the open floor session would need to draw to a close, to move on to
the groupwork.]
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(21)
Participant Comment: The plenary part of the workshop had to be
curtailed - due to time pressure – with people in the room still wishing to
express a view. Can this be noted? Noted
(22)
Participant Question: If 90 houses are to be developed to make a
profit – what will the split be between private and social housing? How will it
be distributed?
Response (NW): 90 is the lowest number which the current legal missives allow the
developer to work with. The Council will decide on issues like parking and affordable
housing. It will be determined through the planning application.
(23)

Participant Question: Who approves the development design?

Response (NW): Glasgow City Council, through the planning application
(24)
Participant Question: Does the council determine the planning
application and the sale of the land?
Response (NW): If it is in line with the Development Plan it can do this - but this is an
issue best addressed to the Council.
(25)
Participant Question: Can the public only input to the nature of the
design?
Response (NW): We will return in four weeks with proposals – and the public will
have the chance to see and comment on those proposals. People will also have the
right to see, and respond to, the eventual planning application.
(26)
Participant Question: When will the planning application be
determined?
Response (NW): Following the next event in four weeks time, the developers hope to
submit the planning application around the end of March. Once it has been
submitted, the council will decide when it will be determined. This could be a few
months after the application is submitted.
[Meeting note: At approx 3.20pm NW requested the comments session be brought
to a close in order to allow time to consider existing feedback gathered from young
people and start the group discussions. Approximately six people left the
workshop, and – in response to demand from the floor – a few additional questions
were then taken:]
(27)
Participant Question: Is there any chance that the development
parameters can be changed?
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Response (NW): Suggested that participants use the afternoon groupwork session to
put forward suggestions.
(28)
Participant Question: This development is against the wishes of local
people. This workshop only offers people small compromises on the
proposals. Shouldn’t the council be organising this meeting?
Response (NW): This workshop gives the chance to suggest changes – and people
will still have the chance to object to the planning application.
Post Meeting Comment: Our Public consultation events are a chance for the
community to comment on New City Vision’s proposals.
(29)
Participant Comment: People have the chance to object to the
planning application, contact the local Community Council, and speak to local
councillors at the community council.
(30)
Participant Question: Why did the development team speak to
schools?
Response (NW): For two reasons. Firstly, children won’t generally come to these
open workshop events – so we need to find another way of engaging with them.
Secondly, they have very creative ideas and can help stimulate the adult discussions.
(31)
Participant Comment: It looks like feedback from the children is that
they want green space
Response (NW): Lots of ideas were put forward – which you will hear about shortly.
(32)
Participant Comment: Request was made for an open discussion to
be held about the development
Response (NW): This workshop format – with the use of group discussions – has
been used as it helps gather the views of individuals who don’t like to speak up at
open sessions, particularly on an issue as emotionally charged as this. We need to
move on to the next session now.
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3

Groupwork

By way of introduction to the groupwork, NW summarised the ideas that had been
produced by a number of local schools and youth groups about the open space over
the last months. Taking their ideas together, they had identified four broad areas of
interest and use:
• environment/bio diversity
• peaceful activities
• community activities
• active space
This presentation was made available on the project website
www.cloustonstreet.co.uk after the event.
Unfortunately, as more time was required for the open floor discussion than had
been anticipated, there was insufficient time to show the powerpoint presentation
prepared by Cleveden Secondary School students. This presentation was also made
available on www.cloustonstreet.co.uk after the event.
Feedback from the groupwork session provided a number of ideas and key points
from participants:
•

Complete the Sanda Street block and leave the other space without new
buildings, like the Compendium Park proposals with open space right through
from Clouston Street to Kelbourne Street.

•

Move the Clouston Street crescent back from the lime trees. This would be
more practical, protect the trees, and allow more light.

•

A council-run old-folks home on the site would be acceptable. The site
should offer more for local people in the area, e.g. affordable housing

•

Mews Houses traditionally belong behind Town Houses, not behind
tenements. There should not, therefore, be two rows of mews houses
behind tenement buildings. But keep the terrace of mews houses behind the
crescent’s town houses (i.e. facing north), increase their number from six to
eight houses behind the Town Houses, and turn it into a crescent. This would
free up open space.

•

At the moment the ‘open space’ identified in the plans is a glorified
roundabout (not good for the environment - or public use – and would be
affected by car fumes).

•

An open space compromise was suggested. Is there a way of using the
‘Compendium Park’ idea, removing the Kelbourne Street block, and keeping
within the 90 house parameter?
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•

There was recognition of the need to provide access for cars. If the Mews
Houses on the left hand side are removed – then wouldn’t need access – and
could have one 2-way road.

•

Nature corridors are important on the site – and connecting areas.

•

Could provide 2 or 3 different types of open space within the area.
Would/should they all be public? (Could have secure ‘Key Park’ space for
bees, allotments etc - ie areas for specific activities - only accessible to local
residents with keys to the park).

•

The likely demographics of the development will probably create a
requirement for open space for family use.

•

The group discussed the expectation that, if the open space is part of the
development, it is likely that it will not be council owned and maintained.
This would affect its use – and it would not be true public open space. Should
the council retain ownership – or should it be community owned? Discussion
followed on good examples of community projects in the West End of
Glasgow (eg the Coach House Trust). It was pointed out that it was the
council’s job to manage the open space that it owns. There was a discussion
about existing community activities on the site, the council’s responsibilities
for litter picking, grass cutting in public spaces etc – the potential of joint
responsibility – and drawbacks of a municipal style of open space
management. It was agreed that the preferred option would be for a the
open space to be made available to be used and managed by the local
community.

•

The groups discussed how the open space could look. If it is a landscaped
area for the new build development – it would be too ‘sterile’. There was a
strong preference for the open space not to be manicured landscaping, but
to have a “wilder” appearance with community uses. It was recognised,
however, that there could be tension between the requirements of the
existing community – and the new residents.

•

There is a danger that the ‘glorified roundabout’ looks nice and meets the
open space requirements – but doesn’t meet the interests of the existing
community. The community don’t want landscaped areas. Landscaped
grounds managed by a ‘factor’ would be very manicured – and is not what
people want. The open space should be on the edge of the site – and not in
the middle.

•

Take the 20% allocation and see what else is possible with the remaining 80%
of the site.

•

Look at the Scandinavian landscape management practices for inspiration.
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•

Speak to Prof Keith Vicarman at the Botanic Gardens – and learn from wild
flower meadow planting experiences on existing gap sites (eg the former BBC
site).

•

There are different expectations and requirements for views from the front
of houses (more formal open space) and the back of houses (less formal open
space).

•

If the development goes ahead, it will be a building site for 2 years – which
will affect any proposals for wild open space regeneration. It is important,
therefore, to find areas on the site that can be left untouched by building
activity. This would probably be areas on the edge, rather than in the middle,
of the site.

•

Mews Houses always sound lovely, but there is a fear that they may not look
as good as those shown in the artist’s impression. It is important to keep the
design quality of the proposed development.

•

Strong concern was expressed that it will simply not be possible to provide
the kind of open space uses/activities that the local community aspire to
and 90-115 houses and flats, hence the desire to reduce the scale of
development to something like the Compendium Park proposals. The site
should be 100% meadow. But if there is to be a development on the site – it
should be 20% development and 80% open space. That might allow sufficent
space to accommodate the community’s aspirations. The aim should be to
get the maximum possible amount of open space.

A number of other individual points were raised with the development team during
the groups themselves, including:
•

There is an error on the 2008 plan – the pedestrian access to Garrioch Road
goes through private property. This part of the proposal, therefore, cannot
happen.

•

The participant was unhappy as his family had only been informed about the
event by the local community – and not by New City Vision.

•

Post Meeting Comment: We distributed copies of the poster to shops on
Queen Margaret Drive, Maryhill Road, Garrioch Road and Kirklee Road as well
as Hillhead Library, plus our other contacts such as schools and community
groups more than 10 days in advance.
An advert was in the Evening Times 10 days in advance.
The event was also advertised on the website www.cloustonstreet.co.uk in
November 2010.
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The event was notified on the website www.northkelvinmeadow.com in
November 2010.
A press release, locally and nationally, was issued on 4th January 2011.
•

The ‘community’ open space area in the plans is not really accessible. Would
prefer the green space to be more accessible (not in the middle of the site) –
and nearer to the mature trees.

•

Unhappy that not many people knew about the workshop. There were no
posters in the shops up Garrioch Road or around the park.

•

Post Meeting Comment: We distributed copies of the poster to shops on
Queen Margaret Drive, Maryhill Road, Garrioch Road and Kirklee Road as well
as Hillhead Library, plus our other contacts such as schools and community
groups more than 10 days in advance.
An advert was in the Evening Times 10 days in advance.
The event was also advertised on the website www.cloustonstreet.co.uk in
November 2010.
The event was notified on the website www.northkelvinmeadow.com in
November 2010.
A press release, locally and nationally, was issued on 4th January 2011.

•

Development should be at the lower end of the parameters (ie 90 houses)
and open space should be at least the minimum of 20% (would prefer a
higher percentage).

•

The proposals assume 1 car/household. The reality is that households often
have more than one car. The visitor car park also appears too small.

•

There are two retail units in the proposal – these are not appropriate.

•

Post Meeting Comment: Glasgow City Council ‘Clouston Street Development
Brief Stage 2’ requested consideration for accommodating small scale
supporting uses i.e. café, live/work units, nursery etc.

•

The highest flats will tower over, and block light into, the existing properties
in Garrioch Road.

•

Concern from a ground floor resident on Sanda Street that anything above 3
storeys in the south-east part of the site will affect daylighting – e.g. the
south-eastern part of the proposed U of town houses.

•

Should there be a mix of affordable housing?

•

Post Meeting Comment: Glasgow City Council would decide on any
affordable housing requirements at planning application stage.
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•

Greater attention should be paid to environmental considerations relating to
the development in terms e.g. making it a requirement for the buildings to
meet more than just the minimum building standards, and maintaining biodiversity on the site (eg butterflies and bats).

•

Who will own the open ground – is it an estate ‘factor’ – or could it be in
community ownership?

•

Post Meeting Comment: Glasgow City Councils ‘Clouston Street
Development Brief Stage 2’ guide states that “Developers are reminded of the
importance of creating and managing public space within the site. As the City
Council does not intend to adopt such space it is essential that submissions
provide full details of the intended use, management and maintenance of all
public space”.

•

Could the two open spaces in the plan be combined (30%?) and made more
accessible?

•

Could the site be turned into allotments? (there is a 9 year waiting list)

•

Could this be a phased development? How would this affect the developer’s
payments?

•

Post Meeting Comment: The development would be a phased construction.
The financial offer is a private and confidential agreement between Glasgow
City Council and New City Vision.

•

Need to make people feel more welcome in the open space – e.g. community
noticeboard, have the open space on the edge of the site, welcome sign.

•

The site is already well used by local youth as a place to hang out, with
minimal disruption to the local community – that’s a really important
function of the open space, which should be kept.
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Appendix 7

Original 2008 proposals displayed at
the exhibition

The plans on the following two pages were displayed at A1 size at the
exhibition.
The full set of 2008 drawings were also on display as an A3 portfolio, and
are available in PDF format at http://www.cloustonstreet.co.uk/progress
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Appendix 8

Revised proposals displayed at the
exhibition

The drawings on the following eight pages were on display at A1 at the
exhibition.
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